Abstract-Within democracy in Indonesia, it is necessary to judge the police's accountability. This sociolegal research had a purpose to analysis discourse on the construction of social reality of police's legal culture within the law interpretation, which was related to police power. There was found a discourse of dogmatic police work with a positivistic law interpretation formed by pathological bureaucracy with paramilitary culture. It was necessary to have a reconstruction from the police to become populist, community building oriented, and inner conscience to be humanistic.
INTRODUCTION Nowadays, it is still perceived necessary to reconstruct the police legal culture of Indonesian Police into a societalparadigm culture to fit into the process of democracy. This paper reflects the police culture which became an obstruction towards democracy. There was an expectation that through democracy, there would be a reposition of Indonesian Police status from a mere country tool/state agency into an independent institution that devoted itself towards social necessities/a public agency. Police, when executing a social control, had a power monopoly or authority to face with the society. The society was often situated in the powerless position. The reinforcement of democratic legal culture had been an agenda within the body reformation of Indonesian Police.
II. RESEARCH METHOD This research was a socio legal study research that represented the connection among the contexts in which the police as a legal symbol existed [1] . The research was conducted in 2015-2016 in Central Java. The law was viewed as an existing empirical reality and functioned in a socio cultural context, even socio political context to examine how the police could bring the democracy into reality and analyze various social context on police legal culture into reality.
This research had the published data by interview towards the police elements in the row of Central Java Police Department.
Whereas the research questions were: 1. How was the legal culture of Indonesian Police all this time? 2. How was the reconstruction of police legal culture into a democratic police institution?
III. RESEARCH FINDING & DISCUSSION Police legal culture was inseparable with a context or contextualization that included social setting which bore the values taken up or the power of social, law, culture existed and influenced the actor's interpretation .
Culture is seen to be the product of thought, language and interaction expressed in images, symbols, rituals, and styles of behaviour [2] .
The existing political condition had shaped the law [3] . Tamanaha had an opinion that democracy was a procedure of decision making that ruled how to determine a content or substance of the law that had a purpose of social wealth, substantive equation, and protection over cultural rights [4] . One indication was that sometimes democracy was an access towards justice. Bedner cited UNDP about the concept of justice access, i.e. the ability of an individual (or society) to seek and reach the solution trough a formal or informal institution of justice, and in accordance with human rights [5] .In democracy, it was expected that the police would have a culture that protect the society's rights to get and have access to justice, in accordance with civilian police achievements. Democracy could also mean protection and justice for marginal groups. The police should have an attitude more as a server rather than a power holder. They should not become the extension of political needs, but should devote to the liberated and independent judicature system.
Democratic police also meant as police with accountability whose characters were ‗equal treatment of all groups' and respect or the dignity of individuals [6] . Policing in a democracy necessitates that a police organisation is bound by such a legal obligation and imbued with a corresponding attitude towards the rule of law and society in general [7] .
In such cases that attracted society's attention and arouse untrustworthiness towards police's action of ‗to serve and to protect', were caused by the displacement of goal in revering the substance of democratic police.Those cases were:
1. Based on those cases and also from the intensive interview with the police, it was analyzed that: 3. Small people were always in the weak position when facing with law and injustice. Those cases above described the partial and discriminative attitude of the police's action in the law enforcement which only reached the powerless society. 4. The police was not prepared for democracy and lacked of community support character in its job. In accordance with this community era, it seemed that the police only gave minor place for public contributions to take part to value the police's tasks. The police culture indicated that the police had not been democratic for rejecting the public room with the closed and non-dialogic attitude. Those were shown from the cases that attracted people's attention and had lowered their trustworthiness towards Indonesian Police. 5. Police legal culture was more of a culture that placed commitment onto the procedural justice and normative stipulation as a guidance to act, than the substantive justice they would like to reach. The police's legal interpretation was merelyliteralegis interpretation, just as far as procedural concern, and did not view the social justice context. The police had not yet represented the public sense of justice. Besides the cases, there were also other interesting cases, i.e.: 1. The case of mistreatment by an investigator in the arrest case of assumed motorcycle stealing in Tingkir Police Sector Salatiga.
The police's act of reporting Haris Azhar of Kontras
Social Institution about vilification criminal act, because he had conveyed the testimony from Freddy Budiman, the dead-executed prisoner, to the media; which within his execution disclosing the involvement of Indonesian Police Officials and BNN in the web of narcotics.
The cases had described that police was not ready for democracy to change the truth centralistic monopoly according to the perception of power holder and the facts rolled on by the society. The police tended to use the power approach more than the service approach towards the society who tried to correct the internal body of Indonesian Police. The police's repression on the cases was viewed as a destructive power from the police institution.
Based on the research result through intensive interview, it described that the positivistic paradigm nowadays still became police's characteristics; the police paradigm with legalistic formal culture plus patronized culture adhered to paramilitary character, the execution of police task at the time being had still not yet fully fitted to public face of justice for providing legal protection to the justice seeker. The police tended to put forward ‗legalistic style' model rather than ‗service style'. The police was inclined to have legal culture with legalistic style which emphasized on ‗legal rules' and paid less attention towards social justice value [8] .
The case of vilification by the activist Haris Azhar who tried to criticize the Indonesian Police in the testimony case of Fredy Budiman and the arrest of the activists who criticized the government officials had made the police lacked of participation in democracy process.
The police was the manifestation of the law itself that had their own social habitat. The police types had changed according to the change of the social habitat itself, in which the change of democratic society organizing also changed the social habitat [9] . Democratization process had an indication to give emphasis to place the people as the subject of law and became the orientation of protection (to protect, to respect, and to fulfill human rights). That paradigm was in compliance with the change that became more reinforced to protect people and control the power. The social, economic, politic, and legal changes nowadays had the transformative perspective and being tested to transform the social relation into the fairer relation or more of the social reformation that continued the limp social formation.
Discussion of the issue has tended to centre the idea of accountability to the law and to the police authorities as representatives of the people.The police force as a means of obtaining public support for the policies and practices that they believe are right, and outside the police force as a means of ensuring that policing policy is adapted to meet public expectations.The police in democracy -act as the agents of the public.in a democratic society, state power, including that police, must be visible, must have a face, a human face.
The purpose of accountability is to provide a democratic means to monitor and control government conduct. Then accountability should provide assurance in respect to the use of public resources and adherence to the law and publicservice...Accountability mechanisms have distinct functions as well. Many want to hold public authorities accountable for a variety of well-established rules and procedures to prevent unfairness or abuse of power. Citizens want to have the final say because the ultimate authority and ownership of the state rests with the citizens [10] .
The legal and social phenomena which became the background of police work, had become the source of tension for police within the bumps between the necessities and shaping the police legal culture as the way of doing or the idea or value that became the base of police behavior. The bumps of necessities occurred because the police individuals were confronted with bureaucracy demand, society demand, and personal demand which eventually form the police culture in interpreting democracy.
The positivistic paradigm that still encompassed the police, assumed that law was as a will and order from the ruler; it left out the substantial essence of the criminal law which actually was the manifestation of the sense of justice, volontegenerale (public/general will), and ‗d'interetcommun'
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(public need) [11] .Two particular aspects of the ‗form' of the police-public relationship-the police's command of nonnegotiable force and inequality in the reciprocity of information-play a key role in limiting some of the principal aspirations of democratic policing theory. There are permanent barriers to improving the democratic credentials of the police I argue, yet positive and progressive change is still achievable [12] .
Beside that, actually in the ineffectiveness of the state ‗s attempts to combat corruption has also been caused by the weakness of judicial corruption. Corruption, defined as the -misuse of public office for personal gain‖, focuses on the individual civil servant as a key actor. Although institutional settings and cultural factors matter, it is an individual decision whether or not to engage in a corrupt deal influenced by exceptional temptations seen against public ethics [13] .
Police corruption is the misuse of police authority for personal gain. Example include exortion for example demanding the money ), and bribery (for example accepting money in exchange for not enforcing the law). A corrupt act is a crime of immoral police officers, and dishonest.Police corruption detracts from the integrity of the police and tarnishes the public image of law enforcement.Police corruption can protects criminal activity. In democracy era, police corruption do not maintain an independent behavior in dealing with corruption and allowing intervention by executive.
Bubandt's writing that consumption and corruption are closely linked throughout Indonesia, where ‗eating' is a popular euphemism for corruption.The government's idea of work is to eat the people [14] .
Police culture could have two characteristics, i.e. antagonist police and protagonist police. The antagonist police would confront with society. The centralistic monopoly of justice in an investigation would be the police's absolute authority, and the society could only suffer. Police bureaucracy would be bureaucracy of the extension of totalitarian since the police merely functioned as the government tool. Meanwhile, the protagonist democratic police would act in accordance with public sense of justice.
The genealogy of police authority was inseparable with the development of police culture in the militaristic era until democracy. Since Indonesian Police was apart from TNI (Indonesian Soldier) in April 1, 1999 and became civil police, it had become the society's hope that police would not project the militaristic police image anymore, for it brought up the fear; and they really needed to alter their identity to be a truly civilian police who served the society. After being apart from the Indonesian Soldier, the police was not military power anymore, although they still had a monopoly of power and strength to execute the social control as a part of government bureaucracy. However, the militaristic character had been too long that it became deeply rooted in investigation. Police legal culture still made legal interpretation out of the ruler's perspective, so the civilian paradigm (civilian police) had not yet become the whole part of police work.
In authoritarian regimes, the police mission is to intimidate and suppress opposition and to protect the regime. In democratic societies, the police mission is to protect and serve the citizenry, building safe communities by responding to both crime and official corruption and abuse [15] .
It was proper for the police to put forward the service legal culture rather than the ruler legal culture. The deconstruction of totalitarian, paramilitary and antagonist legal culture was necessary to change into protagonist, serving and protecting civilian police to be able to cope with the development of democracy. The indications of being civilian police in the democracy nature were, among others: transparency, accountability and being sides with public sense of justice of the justice seekers. Citizens play a variety of important roles in justice, and their involvement is crucial to the functioning of the justice system in a democratic society.
Five elements may be considered as the main ambitions of community policing: proximity, a focus on a wide range of problems in the neighbourhood, prevention, cooperation with other agencies and the promotion of citizen involvement [16] .
The contradictory characteristics with democracy in police culture were clannish, secretive, and isolated. Mc. Erlain stated that police culture was ‗Code of Silence' [17] .In the law enforcer role, the police had a power paradigm with ‗paramilitary' paradigm pattern, in which the hierarchy relationship between police and society occurred. In the orderliness guard role, the police was expected to have partnership and parallel paradigm with the society, within the protagonist pattern [18] . A paramilitary organization, even if highly professionalized and bureaucratically efficient, is often not conducive to improving interpersonal communication between the policeman and the community because of inflexibility.
The police as a mere state tool plus its paramilitary characteristic caused the Indonesian Police row tended to submit to the higher authority through state personifications like political elites and executives rather than to society. The characteristic might enable the possible occurrence of state police, in which the police domination as a state tool created the susceptibility of state authority intervention. The police was co-opted as a power tool and a state agency.
In the context of democratic police, then the offering was public police concept, known as civilian police. Police accountability was counted heavily on social service that had a position as a social control agency, and emphasis on accountability to community needs.
The reticence of police bureaucracy by closing from any public criticisms about police work indicated that the police still tended to have antagonist style and opposed to societyand lack of respect for human right. Democratic police should have protagonist style who became society's guardian and protectorof the rights of all people or the fundamental human rights.
Transparancy as a part of public service [19] . But, The dominant characteristic in police culture at the time being was 'isolation' and placed the police observer public into a
confrontation position. This was surely inappropriate with the police enrolled philosophy that was a community oriented policing. Progressive thinking about how to improved the police paved the way for reform movement. The professional police bureaucracy was administratively efficient, and organizationally separate from political influences.
Democratic police could not be apart from its habitat, the society. The orientation of Community policing meant that police are the public and public are the police. The police officers are those who are paid to give fulltime attention to the duties of every citizen, emphasis on local accountability to community needs. Police should formally recognize the importance of communication with the public and constantly seek to improve its ability to determine the needs and expectations of the public, and to act upon these needs and expectations for acces to justice, and to improve the delivery of police services. A basic principle of a democratic society that the police should be answerable to the public.
Restructuring of Policing is occurring under private as well as government auspices and will have profound effects on public safety, equity, human rights, and accountability. These effects are discussed, along with the trade-offs they represent for public policy [20] .The democratization agenda in police bureaucracy is important to be left to the state .While the state in the form of government, parliament, political parties has suffered from lack of public trust and plagued by credibility, the role of civil society have become more important in ensuring the democratic police will actually be carried out.
Multiple levels of control, distinguishes democratic police from police governed by other regimes. No single accountability structure is sufficient; rather, structures at the internal, state and social levels are all necessary [21] .
The aspect of civil society role in escorting police democratization was necessary to assure police accountability and give recommendation for policy and procedure alteration. Therefore, reformation to be civilian was the reformation in the Indonesian police body and built the civilization culture for democratic police personifications.
IV. CONCLUSION
The reduction in democracy interpretation by the police was interconnected with the police characteristic which had legalistic style model in paramilitary paradigm that emphasized more on official perspective rather than services for public perspective. The positivistic paradigm the police convicted had caused the police to merely execute the closed rigid law in a repressive goal, so the police got a gap with the community they served. The police became further apart from their habitat.
Within the era of democracy in Indonesia, whether Indonesian Police show off more as rulers or as public servants for the justice seekers. The discourse towards police's repressiveness on minor cases such as the stealing of 5 pieces of cacao had hurt the ‗public sense of justice', and viewed as a destructive power from the police institution.
Police work with a positivistic law interpretation formed by pathological bureaucracy with paramilitary culture. It was necessary to have a reconstruction of a dogmatic positivistic legal culture interpretation from the police to become more integrity, populist and community building oriented, responsive, and inner conscience to open the discoursed room of police work to be more inclusive and humanistic.
The culture system that the police had in this democracy era was perceived as not yet lovable police by the society. The police legal culture needed some reconstruction into a civilian police paradigm that did not depend on power-based force as a ruler. Police was a public agent, so the reconstruction of police legal culture into democratization was by doing ‗depolicing the police' or constructing the independence of Indonesian Police. In fulfilment Indonesian Police reformation, should be held that Indonesian police must be seen as an essensial element in a democracy, the Indonesian Police are a key factor in a democratic society, and should function as a protector of human rights or should be at the services of human rights, should be representative of and responsive and accountable to the community as a whole.
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